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4Bima, a great warrior of Pandawa beat uncle of his own, Bro-
jodento, in a contest held by the Pringgondani Kingdom. He 
won the contest and get Pringgondani’s Princess Arimbi as 
a prize and married to her. From their marriage, Bima and 
Arimbi have a child, the powerful Ghatotkacha.
5Budoyo Iku Kaca 
Benggala Ning Bangsa*
*culture ref lects a nation
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8IMMESENESS of CHARM in 
SMALL SCALE
Taman Mini Indonesia Indah as the maingate 
to knowing Indonesia Intangible Cultural 
Heritage
9doc. Puslitbangbud
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THE MAINGATE
TO KNOW  
INTANGIBLE 
INDONESIAN
CULTURE 
HERITAGE
Beautiful Indonesia in Miniature or “Taman Mini Indonesia Indah – TMII” is presented in a complete manner, seen from the aspects 
of land profile, natural wealth, variety of the 
traditional arts and traditions, development of 
science, and technology, and various forms of up to-
date art and culture. It is expressed in the form of 
the Miniature Indonesian Archipelago, an artificial 
lake with the land profile, surrounded by regional 
pavilions. Each pavilion presents traditional house 
in traditional architecture displaying ethnographic 
objects, and showcasing artistic performances, 
traditional ceremonies, varieties of local cuisine 
and various details of the related region. This 
factually demonstrates the concept of “Bhinneka 
Tunggal Ika” (Unity in Diversity), the motto of the 
Republic of Indonesia
Taman Mini occupies an area of 150 hectares 
falling under the administrative areas of four 
“Kelurahan” villages and two “Kecamatan” 
subdistricts, namely the Bambu Apus and Ceger 
Villages in Cipayung Subdistrict, and Kramat Jati 
and  Pinang Ranti Villages in Makassar subdistrict, 
all within East Jakarta City. The area is in fact only 
part of the area allocated to TMII, because based 
on the Decree of the Governor of Jakarta No. 3498 
dated October 9, 1984 the area has been enlarged 
to 394.535 ha. As TMII is a “Growing Project “ the 
area is utilized in accordance with the development 
and needs.
By. S.Dloyana Kusumah
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Regional Pavilions
The visitors can watch closely and obtain the 
necessary information about the various ethnic 
groups which their respective customs and 
traditions, because the Regional Pavilions are like 
miniatures of the provinces they represent. Thus 
the collections and attractions they present reflect 
the cultural life of their respective provinces.
Visiting the Regional Pavilions one after the 
other ,as if one goes round Indonesia.
Museums and Parks
The Indonesia Museum, The Indonesia 
Museum serves its function through permanent 
exhibitions with three themes. The first floor has 
“Bhineka Tunggal Ika” as its theme by presenting 
traditional and wedding costumes completely from 
the 33 provinces in accordance with the number of 
provinces in Indonesia.
The exhibition on the second floor has the 
theme “Man and the Environment”, presenting 
cultural objects in the surrounding environment, 
actualized in the form of traditional houses as 
dwellings of worship,  and rice barns.
The exhibition, on the third floor has the theme 
of “Art and Skill” presenting products and applied 
art, and newly created art, including various 
apparel such as “songket”, woven products and 
batik, various products of art made of silver, brass 
and copper, the art of wood carving in the styles of 
Jepara, Bali, Toraja and Asmat.
Other Museums include: ,The Information 
Museum, The Oil and Natural Gas Museum, The 
Power and New Energy Museum, The Indonesia 
Philately Museum, The Komodo and Reptilia 
Museum, The Transportation Museum, The 
Indonesia Soldiery Museum, The Heirloom 
Museum, The Asmat Museum, The Sports 
Museum, The Bayt AI’Quran Istiqlal Museum, 
The East Timor Museum, The Telecommunication 
Museum.
The Parks within Taman Mini are: The Atmaja 
Amusement Park, The Cactus Garden, The Yasmin 
Garden, the Bekisar Garden, The Birds Park, The 
Indonesia-Tionghoa Cultural Park, The Fresh 
Water Aquarium Park, The Keong Emas Flower 
Garden, The Indonesia Children Palace, The 
Science and Technology Exhibition Center, The 
“Keong Emas” Imax Theater, The 4’D Motion and 
Wonder Adventure.
Every museum and park in TMII exhibits 
the collection in accordance with its respective 
duties and functions. But the main goal remains 
grounded in a vehicle that contains elements of 
education and recreation. Thus, through visits to 
the museums and parks of Taman Mini, society 
acquires knowledge and new insight.
The various activities and facilities available 
TMII ensure the sustainability of diverse cultural 
heritage of Indonesia in the midst of development 
and modernization. In the region pavilions, 
museums and parks various cultural activities 
Since Taman Mini was officially opened on April 20, 1975, it has established its 
mission as a vehicle to preserve , introduce and develop national culture. The aims 
and objectives of the development of TMII are:
1. To build and solidify feelings of love for our nation and country; 
2. To cultivate and guide feelings of unity and oneness of our nation; 
3. To appreciate and hold in high respect our national culture by researching and 
reviving the cultural heritage given to us by our forefathers;
4. To introduce cultural and natural heritage to the childen of Indonesia and of 
other nations in the world;
5. To utilize and attract tourism, to enhance tourism promotion, a promotional 
facility for all areas of our country and to revive, accomodate and package 
the handcrafts of the people of all areas; 
6. To actively assist the government in development by presenting an educative 
place of recreation to the people of Indonesia. (Harapan Kita Foundation, 
What and Who is Beautiful Indonesia, Jakarta, 1975, p. 62-63)
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can be witnessed by residents of the capital city, 
guests from various regions, and even guests from 
overseas. TMII develops multicultural awareness 
of the young generation of Indonesia from an early 
age, and also serves as a place of transmission of 
the cultural heritage to future generations.
Intangible cultural heritage protection has 
been implemented by TMII for 36 years through 
33 region pavilions, 17 museums and other 
recreational units engage in activities that fall 
within the five domain of cuktural heritage object; 
namely, 
1. Oral tradition , including story telling 
of the vairy tale, poems, rhymes 
(mocopatan, pantun, didong, madihin, 
beluk ), and so on.
2. Performing arts, such as songs and folk 
music, cultural parades,  art around 
TMII, special package events in the 
region pavilions, ballet, traditional 
theater, puppetry, and so on.
3. Customs, celebrations, festivals, such 
as suro, life cycle rites, traditional 
healing, religious ceremonies, and so 
on.
4. Knowledge of the nature and the 
universe, such as knowledge of 
traditional architecture, traditional 
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medicinal plants, knowledge about the 
making of ornaments in each region 
pavilions, and so on.
5. Traditional handcrafts including 
sculpture, the art of painting, carving, 
puppets, batik, leather, shell, metal and 
weaving, and so on.
Another activity of TMII which endeavours to 
protect intangible cultural heritage is the providing 
of education and training in traditional dance, folk 
song, traditional theatre, handcrafts , wayang and 
so on for children, young generation, and even for 
interested guests.
Considering all the work in the field of cultural 
heritage during past 36 years, is very reasonable 
that TMII be proposed to UNESCO in 2011, for the 
Register of Best Practices Relecting the Principles 
and Objectives of the 2003 Convention on 
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage. 
This coincides with the 36th anniversary of Taman 
Mini. 
(Data-sources: TMII Pesona Indonesia, Wujudkan 
Momen Indah Anda di Taman Flora, tmii, Exploring The 
Indonesian Fauna World, TMII Jelajahi Misteri Peradaban 
Indonesia).
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WEAVING THE VALUES
Noken, a traditional multifunctional woven bag from Papua, 
has been placed by UNESCO on its “List of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding”
15
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It’s the 9th February, 2011. The sun is high overhead, yet the mountain air of Paniai brings coolness into a wooden house in Aikai village, Enarotali, Paniai 
District, Papua. By reading the sign in front of the 
house, we can at once know that this wooden building 
is usually used as a Sanggar Kegiatan Belajar (Study 
Workshop) for women in Enarotali area. Inside the 
house, the nimble fingers of  Mama Theresia Edu Wae 
skillfully knot wood fibre cord to make net bags. The 
speed of Theresia’s hands indicate that knotting noken 
is customary for her. It looks like her work will soon 
be completed. Perhaps later in the afternoon the bag 
she is knotting will be finished. The people of the Mee 
community refer to this kind of net bag as agiya, while 
the people of Papua in general know such bags by the 
name noken. 
 
Knotting together noken as Mama Theresia is doing 
today is the custom of the women of Papua. Indeed, 
making noken is generally done by women. Mothers 
teach their daughters to make noken from a young age. 
Usually they make noken after returning from their 
plantation. The material they use is generally fibre made 
from wood found nearby their homes or from the forest.
Although every community has its own special 
variations, the making of noken generally goes through 
Weaving
Noken,
Entwining
Friendship
By: Bakti Utama
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the same steps. Today, Mama Theresia Edu Wae tells 
us about the process of making the noken which she is 
working on. The first step is to take the bark from a tree 
branch. The second step is to put the bark out to dry 
for 1 – 2 days. After being dried, the bark is manually 
processed to become small sheets. Fibre from these 
sheets is then spun to make cord. This wood-fibre cord 
is the raw material to be knotted to make noken.
Noken is used in almost all of the activities of the 
people of Papua.  At home, noken is used for storing 
the possessions of its owner. When going to their 
plantations, they use noken to carry home produce and 
firewood. Going shopping in the market, they use noken 
to bring home what they have bought. They use noken 
to carry supplies when going on a journey. The women 
of Papua also use noken to carry their babies. Noken 
is even used as paraphenalia in traditional ceremonies 
of the people of Papua, for example, initiations or 
marriages. The vast complexity of functions of Noken 
makes it an important part of the life of the people of 
Papua.
Noken has such an important significance for the 
people of Papua. They often consider noken to be like 
a home. This is apparently based on the fact that noken 
is a medium for storing a person’s various personal 
needs. Noken is often also a sign of the social status of 
the wearer, albeit in different ways among the various 
ethnic groups of Papua. In Sentani area, ondoafi (a 
tribal leader) or his associates wear noken decorated 
with jewels, whereas in Paniai area, people of higher 
social status wear noken decorated with coloured fibre 
made from orchid stems.
However, among all of noken’s significance described 
above, for Mama Theresia, noken is a symbol of filial 
relations. It is a custom among the people of Papua 
for a mother to make a noken for her child. Noken is 
also given as a gift among associates and friends. “Not 
just noken, but also the contents of the noken, we may 
present to a person we love,” said Mama Theresia, 
explaining how noken is a medium for developing 
brother and sisterhood.  When there is a party, such 
as an initiation or marriage, it is a custom among 
communities of Papua to give a donation to the person 
holding the party. Noken is usually used to collect these 
donations. The practice of giving to one another makes 
noken  one of the things which binds ties of friendship 
among the people of Papua. 
Noken as a symbol of friendshop can also be seen from 
its function as a medium for making peace between two 
disputing parties. When there are disputes between two 
persons or families in Papua, the process of making 
peace is established by paying of compensation. Noken 
is an important element of such compensation.  When 
the noken is given, peace is made bettween the disputing 
parties.
The process of making noken together Study Activity 
Centre (SKB) of Enarotali also builds mutual ties 
between Mama Theresia and the other mamas around 
Enarotali. Mama Theresia is thankful that the process of 
learning together is going on until now. The mamas feel 
they get a chance to increase their knowledge at SKB. In 
the meantime, through the activity of knotting noken, 
they also feel that they are entwining ties of friendship.
(Bakti Utama, 2011).
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Initially, I knew little bit about saman. As I knew, saman is a dance performed by many people, both men and women, in a line while moving their hand quick and slow occasionally, patting 
their hests and shoulder. I knew it as a thousand 
hands dance. I had watched it on various electronic 
media as well as live performances by students of 
Aceh in Jakarta.
Apparently, there are still many things which I do 
not know. Then,  I was humming, well, when I can 
learn more about the dance. This feeling buried long 
enough, well said it about  six  years to be exact. In 
early 2010, I was assigned by Center of Research and 
Development of Culture Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism to Gayo Lues, Aceh Province. It is an area 
where the growth of saman dance takes place.
We set off from Jakarta to Aceh by airplane. We, 
I and research team, coordinated with the Aceh 
team including researchers from the Center for 
Preservation of History  and Traditional Values 
of Aceh. The next day, we went to Gayo Lues via 
Takengon. A car we were riding tread and drove down 
the streets of various types of terrain, occasionally 
passing through a f lat track, hills, and mountains, 
Saman, A Close Look
By: Ihya Ulumuddin
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including the mountainous region of Gunung Leuser 
National Park. During the trip , we could not be 
separated from the natural scenery of green treats, 
beautiful, and cool. Perhaps, that was the reason why 
we got an impressed journey, though we spent not 
less than fifteen hours. The extent of the hills which 
we passed through to the Gayo Lues made a lot of 
people refer Gayo Lues as the city of a thousand hills. 
It seems not only a thousand hand dance  is known by 
the people about Gayo Lues, but the city of a thousand 
hills definitely not less famous at all.
We finally arrived in Gayo Lues, the mother land of 
saman. Without much time left , the team conducted 
research on it. For about 10 days we were in Gayo 
Lues. Many things that we got from data retrieval 
through research and data collection. 
According to Farsyah (2006 ), Saman has been 
being a cultural heritage of indigenous Gayo since 
fourteenth century.  Furthermore, in Gayo Lues and 
surrounding areas, it developed by Sheikh Saman for 
sending religious message. Saman players are men, 
mostly the young ones, and the number is uneven ( 11 
, 13 , 15 , 17 , so on). They sit cross-legged or kneeling 
in tight rows. Players wear traditional clothes 
embroidered with traditional motif which has nature 
and value symbolism. Saman led  by a dancer in the 
middle called penangkat. f lanked by two pengapit 
and two penyepit. Players on both ends of the line 
called penupang. Penangkat would sing poems which 
mainly in the Gayo language and interspersed with 
Arabic, the language of Aceh and Indonesian, and 
reciprocated by the other dancer.
Saman consists of seven parts, namely; Rengum, 
Salam, Dering, Uluni Lagu, Lagu, Anak ni Lagu, 
dan Lagu Penutup ( Safruddin , 2010) . According to 
other sources , there are nine parts;   namely Keketar 
(mukadimmah), Rengum, Salam, Gerakan Tari, 
Anak ni Lagu, Saur, Syair, Guncang dan Penutup 
(Tantawi et al). According to other sources Saman 
only consists of four parts.
Saman players  are clapping and patting chest, 
thighs, and the ground. They snapped their fingers, 
shaking the body from left to right, front and back, 
and rotating head up-down and left- right, moving 
hands, bowing synchronous manner in accordance 
with the rhythm of the poem and follow the direction 
of penangkat. Sometimes they move slowy and fastly 
occasionally. Sometimes simultaneously, sometimes 
doc. Puslitbangbud
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alternating between uneven number position of 
players with the others players, for example, uneven-
numbered players join hands and knelt upright, while 
the even-numbered players hold hands and bowed.
Many residents stated that the saman symbolizes 
the environment and nature. As expressed by on of 
Gayo Lues Regent when interviewed on 12/02/10. 
He declared that movement symbolizes Saman 
leaves swaying in the wind, water buffalo bathing, 
etc.  Poetry and player movement continues to f low 
uninterrupted to completion.
Saman has a social function as an ceremonial, for 
example, performed at the time of celebration, 
the general and religious days (Saman Bale Asam) 
or a grand reception (Saman Pertunjukan). Since 
the beginning, Saman has been used as a medium 
to deliver a message of religious, customary, 
enlightment, and development message through 
poetry. Saman also serves as a vehicle for friendship 
and the relationship between the inviting village and 
invited (Bejamu Besaman - Saman Lo Roa Roa Ingi), 
another function is as a children’s game or adolescents 
(Jenjunten and Saman Saman Njik). A diverse poetry 
of Saman still continue to be created, especially by 
the penangkat. The contents of the poem contains 
a religious message, customs, development, advice, 
sometimes even subtle romantic message, satire, 
rhyme, heroism, limerick, philosophy, and so on.
Saman is a traditional performing arts, which is not 
only owned and played by the Gayo community, but 
also played by people who are in the surrounding 
area, such as people in Southeast Aceh district, 
Aceh Tamiang Hulu in Tamiang, Takengon in 
Central Aceh District, Lukup Serbejadi in East Aceh. 
Saman was also carried out in other provinces that 
have Gayo community. Saman much done in rural 
communities, in manah (barn), under mersah 
(meunasah), in the rice field , and some even play 
on a buffalo or on the edge of the river, including 
a celebration carried on various such as weddings, 
national holidays or religious days, banquet guests, 
and inter-village visits.
The movement is so exciting, unique and amazing, 
making Saman increasingly  got its place in the 
hearts of the audience, both Acehnese and outside 
Aceh, even those overseas who had watched it, such 
as America, Spain, Singapore, Brunei, Australia, 
and Malaysia. They were amazed by the beautiful 
movement  of Saman, fast and dazzle the audience. 
This condition makes Saman increasingly popular 
doc. Puslitbangbud
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and quickly spread to various parts of Indonesia, 
including overseas. Many schools, colleges or 
community who study the art of dance and develop 
Saman enriched with new movements. This certainly 
makes Saman growing, but on the other hand, 
make another concerns when Saman staged many 
commercially and no longer compatible with its 
authenticity. In addition, with the situation Gayo 
society itself that is less vibrant in preserving and 
maintaining the original Saman.
The picture makes the Government of Indonesia, 
especially the Center of Research and Development 
of Culture, Ministry of Culture and Tourism  and 
other stakeholders should make efforts to protect 
and preserve Saman accordance with the original. 
This was followed up with a proposal to UNESCO on 
March 24, 2011 that is registered on List of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding 
derived from Gayo society. Then after going through 
a long process of discussion in the Secretariat of 
Intangible Cultural Heritage ( ICH ) of UNESCO, 
finally on November 24 , 2011 in the 6th Session 
Session of the Intergovernmental Committee held 
in Bali, Saman officially on the list. Hopefully with 
the success, Saman maintained its authenticity and 
can evolve with regard to the values that it should be 
maintained and upheld. 
doc. Puslitbangbud
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THE SACRED BEAUTY
the dancers are ready to perform Rejang,
This sacred dance is performed in religious ceremonies of Bali
25
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Bali Tradition Dance or Sacred in Bali
1.  Sang Hyang Dance RitualAlmost all forms of performing arts in Bali formerly serves a means of ceremonies. This much we have encountered in the community who still preserve the pre-Hindu culture and communities that preserve aspects of pre-Hindu culture are integrated with aspects of pre-Hindu culture. The Hyang Dance is one of the various types of Balinese dance  with is a remnant of pre-Hindu culture. Almost all districts in Bali still has and often perform as a means of Sang Hyang Dance ceremony, such as in the district of Karangasem, Buleleng, Klungkung, Gianyar , Bangli, and Badung (Pramana, 2004:6-7).Sang Hyang dance can be distinguished among other Sang Hyang dance Dedari, Bojog, Kerek, Celeng, Lesung, Sampat, Seleperahu, Memedi, Teter, Sriputut, Kuluk, Lelipi, Tutup, Dongkang, Penjalin, and Sang Hayng Jaran. (Pramana, 2004:7).Sang Hyang Dance is one that still functioned as a 
means of ceremony. This dance is played by one or two men who had grown up. The person can stakeholders (master of ceremonies) or others. Of the areas that have if dancers usually wear a dance called the horse ‘jaranan’ with gending vocal choir in song as followers. Through a process of ritual trance dance experience and usually trampling 
bonfire that had been prepared previsiously. (Pramana,2004:7).Sang Hyang Dance with all its variants is a legacy of pre-Hindu culture which show characteristics of communal dance. Sang Hyang perform by 
the society for the benefit of them all. From the symbolic aspects, Sang Hyang dance decribes the collective consciousness to preserve the community. All about this, Sang Hyang dance was performed by some communities as a  ritual dance to overcome the problems of their lives. Sang Hyang Jaran dance is still preservea collective ritual in the village Bungkulan Buleleng, Lembongan village on a small island south of the island about 18 nautical miles.
The artists and cultural traditional of Balinese Dance classifies into three groups mainly, wali art, art bebali, and art balih-balihan. Wali art is the sacred art of dance and only perform during a ceremony in connection with Dewa Yadnya ceremony ( ceremonial offerings to Ida Hyang Widhi Wasa) at a particular tempel. Art is a dance semi-sacral bebali and perfomed in connection with certain ceremonies, for example, ruwatan children, tooth feelings ceremony, and the like balih-balihan. Bebalihan art is the art for entertainment, can be ordered without any relation to the ceremony. Example of this type of art is a ballet ‘sendratari’, gong 
dramma, or arja. This classification was formulated in 1971 with the goal of obtaining a handle in the wisdom of the art in Bali.
(Bandem,1996:49).
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2. Baris DancesOne of the most important ritual dance in Bali is the Baris. “Baris” derives it s name from the word bebarisan, which literally means a line or 
file formation. It refers to the ancient Balinese soldiers who were used by raja, the Balinese kings, to protect their kingdom in times of disturbance. Aside from its ritualistic function, the baris is also known as a patriotic or warrior drill dance. Usually the dance is performed by men, in a group of four to sixty dancers. The ritualistic function of Bzzaris dance is to show physical maturity. The maturity is proven by demonstrating skill in military practice, particularly the use of weapons; hence patriotic 
aspect also given to dance (Bandem, 1976: 1).Today traces of these martial dances are preserved in Bali. There are over twenty types of baris dance found in mountain villages, each quite unique to each village. The baris dances are performed for the temple ceremonies such as Galungan and  Kuningan. There are three main temples in villages where the baris is performed: 
pura desa, the temple for the official village ceremonies; pura gumi, the oldest temple which shows the origin of village ceremonies; and pura dalem, the death temple. The biggest event gest temples located in northeast Bali, where the temples belong to the eight raja-raja. The performance of baris takes place every year on the 
fixed time of the full moon (Bandem, 1976: 1).The baris dance is unique in its characterization, 
stressing the firmness and steadiness of foot steps and skill in handling military weapons. Its costumes are also unique. The dancers wear gelungan, a headdress shaped like a cone but full of adornments a bunch of golden decorated carves called awiran or lelamakan, hanging aroud his body to cover his underclothes. His shirt varies in color: black red and white are preferred. The shoulders is covered by bapang, a elaborate neck band studded with colored stones. A stagen, along tie that is wrapped around his chest holds the keris,  the dagger on his back. This keris becomes his weapon especially in the baris lelampahan or 
dramatic baris (Bandem, 1976: 1-2).
TRADITIONALBALINESEDANCEBy: Drs. Bambang H. Suta Purwana
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The baris dance is usually accompanied by the traditional Balinese musical orchestra, known as gamelan Gong, which consists of about thirty to 
fifty musicians and is maintained primarily for temple festival and accompanies the baris and other ceremonial dances. Instruments commonly 
used include metallophones, gongs, flute, rebab (the Indonesian two stringed bowed lute) and drums in what is essentially a percussion 
orchestra. (Bandem, 1976: 2).
3.  Rejang DanceThe sacred dances are perform in a temple in religious ceremonies. Thde teenasge girl dancers, wearing ceremonial dress (custom), 
her had adorned with flowers. Very simple dance movements, a full appreciation, formation marching and circular. Rejang dance is a symbolic expression of the descent into the world of fairies.
4.  Pendet CeremonyDance offerings or offerings to the ancestors who called Bhatara and Bhatari. Offerings in the form of ritual dance is perform in the courtyard of temple, facing a pelinggih, where status of lord Bhatara stored. Pendet done by women in gorupsw 
or pairs to wear tradiitional dress, carrying a bowl containing the offerings symbols ‘canangsari’ kewangan.
Bebali Dance or semi-SacredBebabli dance is a kind of traditional Balinese is also held at a religious ceremony. In general bebali dance performed with a play thar related to the implementation of the ceremony. As an accompaniment of a ceremony, bebali dance usually perform in the middle jaba the space between the outer pages (jaba siti) with a main page (oftal) of a temple. Mask dance Sidhakarya, dramatari gambuh, wayang wong anf legong palace is an exampel of bebali rope that is semi-sacred.1. Sidhakarya Mask.Dance to ward off any Butha/Kala that disturb public order, as part of bebali dance that marks the completion of a work (Yadnya). Dancers wear masks “danawa” (half giant) above but do not wear fangs down.2.  Gambuh Dramma
Formerly in the ninetenth Century, gambuh is 
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performed at the front page of the palace serves as entertainment for the community and guests of the palace. Now, gambuh judged to have sacred meaning an d become part of routine ritual (piodalan) involving 25-40 dancers.3.  Wayang wong Wayang wong is a unity of dance , dramma and music. The actors wear masks on tapel. Therev are two type of wayang wong is wayang wong plays Parwa take from Mahabharata, and Ramayana wayang wong that comes from the Hindu epics Ramayana.  4.  Legong KeratonSuspected to be the development of dance Sang Hyang, such as dance improvisation with a kind of melody, free accompaniment, composition motion is sourced from one of the dances dramatari Gambuh, legong keraton dance, amounted to 2 or 3 girls, on of whom who will act as a lean that will give the fan to two the next dancers.
Balih-balihan Dance or Secular Dance and 
EntertainmentBalih-balihan dance is a dance creation dance 
and percussion, is entertainment.   Balih-balihan dance also often a very popular social dance by 
most young people, not so bound fixed rule in the art of dance and percussion, giving the opportunity for extensive improvisation for the musician and dancers to create the accompanishment of music and dance forms are varied, joged bumbung, and janger is an example Balinese dance balih-balihan.1.  Joged BumbungJoged bumbung (joged tube), a very popular social dance in Bali usually perform at harvests rice and coffee, or other important day, accompanied by gamelan tingklik and barreled gegrantangan 
slendro. Done in pairs of men and woman who are sometimes mutually grip hold.2.  JangerJanger is a type of social dance among the young is very popular in Bali, carried by about 12 youth during the last group of dancers dancing give (janger) and group of youth dancers (kecak) dance and sing shouted.  
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MELODIOUS BAMBOO
Angklung, traditional music instrument from West Java, Indonesia
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Indonesia has a lot of musical instruments that are made from bamboo, such as: Sasando (Rote Island), Calung (West 
Java), Saluang (West Sumatra), 
Jegog (Bali), Angklung (West 
Java), etc. Especially for angklung, 
UNESCO has been arrange as 
intangible cultural heritage in the 
Session of the Inter-Governmental 
Committee for the Safeguarding 
of Intangible Cultural Heritage 
(IGC-ICH) in Nairobi, Kenya, on 
16 November 2010. Nevertheless, 
not all Indonesians familiar to the 
angklung as a musical instrument, 
both its history, social function, and 
the detail of it’s shape.
The History of Angklung
There are not certain 
informations about when was 
angklung made firstly. According 
to J. Groneman, angklung had been 
ANGKLUNG,
The Bamboos 
Enchantment
by: Budiana Setiawan
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estimated developed in the archipelago before the 
influences of Hindu-Buddhist in Indonesia. But as 
a musical instrument which had been thought to 
existed prior to the influence of Hindu-Buddhist, 
angklung had not found in the reliefs of the temple, 
even though large temples, such as Borobudur 
Temple and Prambanan Temple.
Angklung was called in Kanekes folklore (better 
known as Badui), Lebak, Banten. It was sung 
in rhyme of poem. According to the story of the 
poem, in the Pajajaran kingdom, which located in 
Pasundan land, angklung was used for agriculture 
ceremony and royal army activity. In the royal army 
activity, angklung was used to arouse the spirit of the 
battle, which was continued until the era of Dutch 
colonialism in Indonesia. Therefore, in the mid-
nineteenth century, the Dutch colonial government 
prohibited the playing music of angklung because 
it can be used  to evoke the spirit of the army to 
against the Dutch colonial government. In that 
time, the Dutch colonial government implemented 
"Cultuurstelsel" or pressure cultivation regulation. 
Since that time, angklung was not used in the army 
as well as agricultural rites, but simply to be a 
musical instrument who were played by children or 
beggars. Maybe for the Dutch colonial government, 
children and beggars were not considered 
dangerous to the government.
Since the abolition of "Cultuurstelsel" system, the 
prohibition of angklung was lifted also. Because for 
a long time should not be played, angklung has not 
been used for the agriculture ceremony. Angklung 
was only used as an instrument in a variety of folk 
performances. There was a change in Japanese 
colonial government era, that was not separated 
from the tireless efforts of Daeng Soetigna, a new 
pioneer of angklung. Since 1938 Daeng Soetigna 
conducted experiments of angklung diligently, 
because he hope angklung can be develop and 
have the wider enthusiasts community. After 
learning for a long time, Daeng Soetigna concluded 
if he wanted the angklung can quickly popular, 
especially among the younger generation, the pitch 
should be changed from diatonic to be pentatonic 
tone. Daeng Soetigna business was forwarded 
by Udjo Ngalagena. Since 1966 he developed a 
technique based on the pelog or salendro pitch tone 
(pentatonis pitch) together with the diatonic pitch 
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also. In further development, angklung is used 
as entertainment in folk art performances, such 
as reog or ogel. Today there are many types of 
angklung, both based on its shape and area of its 
origin, like: Angklung Kanekes, Angklung Gubrag, 
Angklung Dogdog Lojor, Angklung Badeng, 
Angklung Buncis, etc..
Elements of Angklung
Angklung is played with shaken. Its resulting 
sound is caused by a clash of bamboo pipes’s bodies 
that shaped slats (wilahan). It makes a vibrating 
sound. The number of slats bamboo which vibrated 
are varies, consists of two, three, or four pieces. 
Each others are different sizes. Thus, the tones 
of an angklung also be varied. This causes the 
angklung instruments are classified into multitonal 
(double pitched). Traditionally, these instruments 
developed in the Sundanese in West Java. Firstly, 
the voices of angklung’s tones are slendro or pelog.
Today, in a performing arts of angklung orchestra 
is divided into two groups, one group playing 
melody angklung, another playing accompaniment 
angklung. The group of melody angklung play the 
rhythm of songs, while the group of accompaniment 
angklung play to accompany the melody angklung. 
The melody angklung only has two tube votes, 
while the accompaniment angklung has four tube 
tones. He also began to teach how to play angklung 
to many people from various communities. During 
its development, angklung is considered quite 
compatible as an educational instrumen. So, the 
Ministry of Education and Culture at the time, 
deemed necessary to set angklung as a education 
music in schools. It has decided by Ministry Decree 
Number 082/1968, dated August 23, 1968, about 
the angklung as a musical education in scope of 
Ministry of Education and Culture. Subsequently, 
the Director General of Culture was commissioned 
to see if angklung can be defined as an music 
education in the schools.
The Function of Angklung
Firstly, angklung for Sundanese people in 
West Java was used for agricultural ceremonies. 
Sundanese people believed the existence of the 
Goddess of rice and life, who was called Nyi Pohaci 
or Dewi Sri. In honor of Dewi Sri. They created a 
lyric of song for offerings to Dewi Sri when started 
planting rice. They also believed that the offering 
songs which was accompanied the bamboo musical 
instrument will captivated Dewi Sri to come down 
to the earth, so their rice plants will be flourish. 
In addition, they will also be protected from any 
calamity when planting. Now, angklung is used 
as harvest festival and Seren Taun Ceremony 
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votes. The shapes of the melody angklung and the accompaniment angklung are slightly different. The 
accompaniment angklung has a blade of bamboo cover on the top, while the melody angklung has not. 
Elements of angklung are follows:
Melody Angklung:
Accompaniment Angklung:
Annotation:
1. Bamboo Cover: for the hand grip on the top of the angklung
2. Bamboo Poles: for connecting between the top and bottom of the angklung. Diameter of bam boo 
poles are 1 cm.
3. Bamboo Crossbar: for hang up the sound tube.
4. Sound Tubes: for produce a certain tone of sound when the angklung is shaked.
5. The bottom of the sound tubes: a place where the sound tubes into holes and a place for the sound 
tubes hit when it is shaked.
6. Basic frame work of angklung: for hold hand at the bottom of the angklung, as well as for shak     ing 
it.
7. Binder rattan: for tying bamboo poles and bamboo bars.
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Unravel the Myth 
of Kris World
by: Unggul Sudrajat
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I was intrigued by an advertisement in a national newspaper. It featured a supernatural-practitioner who holds a kris and a caption below it stating that the powerful kris will be able to help solve problems of life.  An oasis in the middle of the 
desert, the ad is like a paradise for those who crave to 
ease the complexity of their problems. As our society 
still bound on the presumption 
that kris is powerful and gives 
a good luck, it is quite fair 
enough.
Kris is inseparable from the 
role of traders. Usually, 
they are practitioners-
paranormal-supernatural. 
They define and characterize 
the wave-shaped knife by 
age basis. First, the old kris. 
Those are sought by buyers 
and collectors because it is 
considered auspicious and 
powerful. It is believed can 
give a huge benefit to the 
owner. The existence of such 
assumption has made many 
buyers being fooled by kris 
traders, usually paranormal, who 
sell fake dagger. Second, the new one 
that valued less than the old kris. For 
that reason,  I am interested in studying 
the kris as a powerful magical objects 
and because I wanted to show how the 
“myth” was built by the merchant in 
order to explain why they use it to attract 
buyers.
In the Grip of Myth
Indonesia’s Kris has been recognized by UNESCO as 
Masterpieces of World Culture on November 25, 2005, 
which later inscripted on the Representative List of 
Humanity UNESCO in 2008. UNESCO’s assessment 
is based on the non-material aspects surrounding the 
kris, which includes history, tradition, art, philosophy, 
symbolism and mysticism. These aspects make the 
kris recognized as Intangible World Heritage from 
Indonesia. By its recognition, Kris world makes 
progress rapidly and signifficant.
Cultural use of kris in Java is still 
often found in the traditional 
ceremonies. Even in  Surakarta and 
Yogyakarta, nowadays, the dagger 
is still a symbol, heirloom, 
and completing traditional 
ceremonial clothing. As 
traditional Javanese’s view, 
the completeness of 
human life consists 
Griya (home), 
Garwa (wife and 
family), Curiga 
(dagger), Kukila 
(bird), and 
T u r a n g g a 
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(vehicle). Haryono Haryoguritno  in Keris Jawa Antara Mistik dan Nalar  said that Kris occupies a special position. 
A man said to be perfect if he has a kris.  
Our society has not able to stop believing that the kris, as a sacred objec, brings both good and bad for the owner. In 
his book, Mythologies (1957 ), Barthes reveals that the myth is the result of connotation. Settled connotations will 
become myths, and when myths are established, it would be ideological. The result, as written by Benny H. Hoed in 
Semiotik & Dinamika Sosial Budaya, the meaning is no longer perceived as a result of the connotations. 
In this case, it can readily be explained that the denotation of a Solo’s Kris, as an instance, is actually the esoteric that 
can be seen and felt the presence of its physical form. While the connotation is sybolism that explain the relationship 
between signifier and signified, it produces no definite meaning. In this case, old keris’ connotation is” auspicious 
and powerful” due to spirits dwelled in it. Those description then evolved into a general assumption inherent dagger 
symbol, so in this case the powerful and auspicious kris no longer be turned into a denotation connotation but at the 
second level of meaning. At this stage , a powerful and sacred dagger eventually became a myth. 
Connotation that the kris has a supernatural power determines from a lack  ol logical explanation about the supernatural 
phenomena that surrounded him.  Just look at the legend of dagger master, Mpu Gandring. It is said that Ken Arok 
order kris to him to kill Tunggul Ametung. But some how, Ken Arok  killed Mpu Ganding by the kris whom made 
the kris.  Mpu Gandring cursed Ken Arok and 7 derivatives will be killed by the dagger. From this story, myths arose. 
The kris is sacred and powerful.
The story of the dagger experienced distortion and covered by mystical decoration. Barker said,   “The myth seems 
undeniable natural or destined for God. Myth charged with providing scientific justification for historical purposes, 
and makes a variety of unexpected events that seem timeless.”
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Image forming
Roland Barthes as quoted by Budiman (2004) said that basically the image is not an enclosed structure because at 
least it communicates with the other structures, namely text. In this case, the text is meant by the wording, words , 
sentences were deliberately designed to connote the image. The text also serves as a direct interpretation, directing 
the reader to the marker - specific marker, to certain meanings and burden him with a culture, moral, or imagination.
 The ad affirming Barthes opinion. Text stating that the kris is powerful to make the reader interested and then believe 
it. So, it is easy to the ad text served to influence the reader to believe connotations made  by the advertiser. When 
compared, the composition of text and visual imagery with a dagger paranormal is 50:50 . Even in some cases , the 
composition of the text is greater than the visual image composition. Text, in this case, could be a more important 
role. it is able to be consciously denotation itself as justification and expectations of reader in accordance with what is 
stated in the text. Of course, the text becomes the link between what is written in the ad with the reader’s imagination. 
Connectedness is not just a supplement or increase the vocabulary of the reader’s imagination, but also produces a 
second connotation, namely the myth that the dagger is powerful.
Epilogue
The development of the kris world is still struggling in myth and mystique. Rationality is often abandoned in favor 
of a justification for the things that are difficult to reach by logical reason. In Barthes’s view, the public assumption 
built with image and text, direct interpretation and imagination. Public believe in spiritual powers that will exist 
until the kris is still firmly rooted in society . Strong inherent belief in continuous production in the imagination of 
the public, often denying the logic and even religion. Yet, supernatural powers are considered to exist in the very 
subjective nature of a kris and perhaps only certain individuals can feel it. Nevertheless , the myth that developed in 
the community need to be respected in order to maintain the distinction.
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For that we need awareness scientifically and logically 
to the public, so that myth is not used as a medium of 
fraud by rogue traders or paranormal. Awareness efforts 
will be created when the traditional dagger study, we call 
it kerisologi,  can be justified scientifically. Kerisologi is 
what, hopefully, will be able to change the mindset of 
society to kris. Kris created the strength of the human 
hopes that granted by the Creator through the kris maker 
. For that, let us refer to Wedhatama, one of the works of 
Mangkunegoro IV :
Wedhatama, one of the works of Mangkunegoro IV 
Kekerane ngelmu karang
Karangan kang saka bangsaning gaib
Iku boreh paminipun
Tan rumasuking jasad
Amung aneng sanjabaning daging, kulup!
Kapengkok ing pancabaya
Ubayane mbalenjani.
Translation :
The secret science of immune
Derived from supernatural beings
Actually just like powder
That is ingested
And just outside of mere flesh , boy!
When it comes distress
Maybe not proven
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The story of Begawan Ciptoning, Arjuna got the 
supranatural arrow, Pasopati, from Resi Padyo 
after his meditation in Indra Kila Mountain. 
He got a powerful weapon to win the battle of 
Barathayuda
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Tastefully written? Read it more
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